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www.riversidecartop.com
Riverside Snowboard Kit includes two non-skid foam blocks with 46” winter block straps to secure
snowboards to blocks, and two 12’ heavy duty utility straps to secure blocks and snowboards to vehicle
roof.
Installation Instructions:
1. Disconnect the Block Strap by pressing the top of the buckle that is already attached to the block. Undo
the strap so it is not running across the top of the blocks, as you will be placing the snowboard(s) in the
blocks.
2. Insert the snowboard(s) into the valley on top of the blocks. One block should be positioned in front of
the front binding while the second block should be positioned in back of the rear binding. Once the
snowboard(s) (place two snowboards bottom to bottom) are placed in the blocks, reconnect the block strap
buckle and tighten the tension of the strap. The block strap should be running over the top of the
snowboard(s). This will secure the snowboard(s) in the two blocks.
3. Make sure the bottom of the blocks and the area of the roof under the blocks is clean and free of snow,
ice and debris.
4. Take the two gold 12’ straps and run those straps over the block straps making sure that the gold straps
run through the two channels at the ends of the blocks.
5. Open the front doors of your vehicle and run strap through the interior of you vehicle.
6. Bring the loose end of the strap up to the end with the buckle. The location of the buckle can either be
inside your vehicle or it could be located on the top of the blocks. Insert the end of the strap through the
buckle, loading it from the bottom of the buckle. Pull the loose end of the strap to tighten the tension of the
strap; this will secure the blocks to your vehicle. Repeat this method with your rear doors.
7. After driving about five miles, stop and check to make sure straps are still tight and blocks are secure on
your car.
8. While driving to your destination occasionally reach up to check the tension on the strap that is running
through your vehicle.
9. If the straps hum or buzz at high speeds, give the straps a few twists where the strap runs from the block
to your vehicle. This will help break up the wind vibration.
This kit contains:
2 – Minicell snowboard carrier foam blocks with non-skid laminate
2 – 46” block straps
2 – 12’ heavy duty utility straps
WARNING!
Your attachment to the car is critical and beyond the control of the manufacturer. The user of this carrier
must secure the blocks properly to the car, check attachment before each use and inspect foam blocks for
wear. The manufacturer is not responsible for any damages resulting from a deviation of the installation
instructions listed on this header card. The liability of the manufacturer is limited to the purchase price of
the merchandise that proves defective in material and/or workmanship.

